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a b s t r a c t
One purpose of software metrics is to measure the quality of programs. The results can
be for example used to predict maintenance costs or improve code quality. An emerging
view is that if software metrics are going to be used to improve quality, they must help
in finding code that should be refactored. Often refactoring or applying a design pattern is
related to the role of the class to be refactored. In client-based metrics, a project gives the
class a context. These metrics measure how a class is used by other classes in the context.
We present a new client-based metric LCIC (Lack of Coherence in Clients), which analyses
if the class being measured has a coherent set of roles in the program. Interfaces represent
the roles of classes. If a class does not have a coherent set of roles, it should be refactored,
or a new interface should be defined for the class.
We have implemented a tool for measuring the metric LCIC for Java projects in the
Eclipse environment. We calculated LCIC values for classes of several open source projects.
We compare these results with results of other related metrics, and inspect the measured
classes to find out what kind of refactorings are needed. We also analyse the relation
of different design patterns and refactorings to our metric. Our experiments reveal the
usefulness of client-based metrics to improve the quality of code.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
As the size of software and the amount of programrs working on software projects is increasing, measuring the quality of
software is becoming more important. Measuring software quality using software metrics can have two advantages. First,
it can help to predict, how a software process is progressing, and second, it can help to improve the quality of software.
The quality of software is weakened by design problems. These problems are caused by program evolution or by errors
in the design phase. These problems can make programs harder to understand and maintain. At least two characterisations
of design problems exist in the literature. Anti-patterns [8] such as god classes are modelled after design patterns. Code
smells are based on refactorings [15]. Both kinds of problems can be detected using software metrics, as is discussed in [21].
Software metrics and refactorings have a close relationship: Metrics are used to find problems that need refactoring, and
refactoring should make the metric values better.
To better understand how a class should bemeasured by themetrics, we need to consider how the classes are understood
by the developers. There are three alternatives corresponding to different views into classes. First, a class can be seen as a
separate entity with a meaning independent of its context. This is the internal view of the class, which is used when writing
the class. Second, when a class is used by another class, the other class uses its client view of the class. Each client of the
class has its own view of the class. Different clients might for example assign different roles to the class they are using.
The third view is the global view, which is the combination of other views. This kind of view is used in high-level design
and code reviews. This view is also natural for metrics. Client-based metrics are metrics that use the latter two views to
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measure classes. It can be easily seen that client-based metrics are useful. They are needed for complex refactorings that
affect several classes. For example, in Move Member [15] refactoring, a member is moved between two classes that are not
related by inheritance. Metrics that use only the internal view cannot reliably assist in such refactorings. On the other hand,
metrics that only give a single value for a package or a project make it too hard to find the reasons for bad values.
One of the most important design principles is cohesion [12], which means that a module should include closely related
functionality. Similarly, a class should implement a single concept. If a class implements unrelated concepts, it should
be refactored into several classes. Several metrics have been proposed to measure cohesion of object-oriented programs.
Following the original LCOM (Lack of Cohesion inMethods)metrics [10,11,19],most object-oriented cohesionmetrics define
a cohesion graph that relates the fields of the class to the methods of the class. The metric then measures for example the
sparseness or the thickness of this graph. The problem with existing object-oriented cohesion metrics is that they only use
the internal view to the class, and therefore give a limited account of the cohesion of classes.
If two different clients of a class have very different client views of the class they are using, it can be assumed that the
class does not implement amaximally cohesive set of features. To detect this kind of lack of cohesion, we propose themetric
LCIC (Lack of Coherence In Clients) that measures how coherently the clients of a class use it. If all clients use all features of
the class, then it has clients that have a similar view of the class. Otherwise, the class might have unnecessary features, or it
might implement several different concepts.
During software evolution, new features are added into a class. This can make the classes non-cohesive. As an example,
consider a class that represents a point in three-dimensional space. If an application also has a need for two-dimensional
points, it can reuse the 3D point class for this. But in this case, the point class would have unnecessary features. It would be
useful to detect this kind of usage of classes.
A class is not always used in the same way by all its clients: It has different roles for different clients. For example,
a communication channel might have roles for input and output. Different roles can be specified as interfaces in object-
oriented languages such as Java. Because of this, we have designed ourmetric LCIC to support classes with several interfaces.
Consider again our point class example. If there are methods drawing 2D graphics into 3D space, there might be classes
that use only X- and Y-coordinates of the point. These classes should use the point through a 2D interface. Then they can
also operate on true 2D points.
The organisation of the paper is as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we define the LCIC for Java programs. In Section 4 we
present our experimental results. These first sections closely follow the previous paper [22]. In Sections 5 and 6 we analyse
the relation of ourmetric to different design patterns and refactorings. Our LCICmetric is an example of client-basedmetrics
– in Section 7wediscuss of possible variations for LCIC.Wehave implemented the evaluation of the LCIC for Java as an Eclipse
plug-in. An overview of the implementation is discussed in Section 8. We present related work in Section 9 and conclusions
are drawn in Section 10.
2. The coherence metric LCIC
In object-orientedmodelling, a class should represent a single concept from the problem domain. Cohesionmetrics try to
measure internally howwell amodule represents a single concept. The assumption behind cohesionmetrics is that amodule
represents a single concept, if the parts of the module are closely interconnected internally. In our metric, we attempt to
measure, if a client views the usedmodule as a single concept, and combine the ’views’ of all clients as a metric value for the
module. Our intuition is that a module represents a single concept, if the parts of a module are connected (e.g. used) by each
client. If clients do not view the module as a single concept, it can be assumed further that the module is not well-designed
with respect to cohesion.
To define our coherence metric LCIC (Lack of Coherence In Clients), we first need to define what we mean by modules,
clients, and parts of a module. We also need to handle different roles of the modules, and define the formula that calculates
the numeric values of the metric from the model.
As modules, we consider flattened classes, which include all locally defined members (fields and methods) and
additionally all inherited members. Also overridden methods are included, because they can be used internally. An
alternative definition would be to consider only locally defined members. We find that alternative unsatisfactory, because
the functionality of a class cannot be understood without the inherited members.
There are two obvious ways to define when a class is a client of another class. The first is to consider only direct usages,
where a client uses the methods or instance variables of another class, and another is to consider all usages transitively. The
disadvantage of the latter approach is that there would be several irrelevant clients, which just use the class via some other
class as a hidden implementation detail. This approach is also less efficient, because the sets of variables used by methods
are much larger. The former approach might also cause problems, because a client, which directly uses an object of a class,
might pass that object to another class, which further accesses it. This problem occurs rarely in practise, so we choose to
primarily consider direct usage.
Next we need to define what are the parts of a class. A class provides services to another classes. Methods of a class
represent its services. The disadvantage of this approach is that there are often utility methods that are not needed by all
clients, for example a class representing sets might have plenty of methods, but most clients need only methods for adding
an element and testing if an element belongs to the set. One possibilitywould be tomark the coremethods, or use something
like abstract fields [25], but this would require toomuchmanual support. Another, more promising possibility is to consider
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fields of the class as its parts. If a field is not used by the clients of the class, it is an unused resource for each instance of that
class. For these reasons, we choose instance variables to be the features that are measured.
A class can have different roles for different kinds of clients. An interface corresponds to a possible role of a class. In our
definition of the LCIC, only the used interfaces are taken into account. In case the class has features that cannot be accessed
by the interfaces a client uses, the clients inability does not cause any penalty to the metric value.
To calculate a numeric LCIC value for a target class, we use the same approach as in LCOM* [19,5]. The value of the LCIC
ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 represents the worst coherence. For each client, we calculate how many features it does not
use from the class compared to the number of features of the class that can be accessed through the interfaces available
for the client. The LCIC is the average of these ratios. This method of calculation is chosen, because then the values can be
compared easily to the values of various internal cohesion metrics. Another alternative would be to calculate the ratio of
unused features for each client, and then just sum all these values. This way the classes with more clients would get higher
values.
3. Precise definition of the LCIC
In this section, we give a precise definition of the LCIC metric for Java. First, we define our model of the programs, and
then we describe how we can construct it from Java programs. Based on this model, we give the precise definition of our
metric LCIC.
3.1. A model of programs
Wemodel a program by a set ofmembers (instance methods and fields)M and a set of classes C ⊆ ℘(M), where℘(M) is
the power set ofM . A class is modelled by the set of its members. Because we use the flattened versions of classes, all classes
are pair-wise disjoint sets. For the example program of Fig. 1, the setM has three elements that represent fields, one denotes
the variable x in the class A, one denotes the inherited variable x in class B and the third denotes variable y in class B. The
setM contains also all the inherited methods for the classes, so for the example program (ignoring Java’s implicit superclass
Object), the set is
M = {Test.test, A.x, A.setX, A.getX, B.x, B.super.setX, B.getX, B.getX, B.y, B.square}
A view for a class is modelled as a subset of that class. Each superclass and interface of the class in the program induces a
view in themodel, but all views in themodel need not be representable by an interface or type in the program code, because
it can be some union of them. The set of all possible views is V = {v ⊆ M | c ∈ C, v ⊆ c}. In the example program, the class
B has a view that does not contain the method square() and field y. This view corresponds to the class B seen through its
supertype A. Themaximal view for a memberm is the class which containsm.
To complete the model of programs, we define a call relation Call(m,m′, i) to hold, if a method m directly accesses a
memberm′ using a view i, wherem′ is a called method or an accessed field.
3.2. Constructing the model
To construct a model from a Java program, we first need a set of Java types Type and a set of Java member signaturesMSig.
Nowwe can define a super-type relation Super(t, v) ⊆ Type×℘(M)which holds, iff the type t induces the view v on some
class, and a signature relation Sig(s,m) ⊆ MSig × M which holds, iff the signature s can be used to access the member m.
Additionally, we need another signature relation Sigs, which represents super-calls.
These sets and relations can be easily extracted by a method similar to the type checking procedure of Java programs. In
our example program (Fig. 1), there are two types A and B. There are signatures corresponding to each definedmember. The
type A induces another view to the class B. Signatures that are defined for the class A can be used to access members from
B, too.
To calculate the relation Call, we inspect all expressions from the method bodies of each member method m. For each
class, we also inspect the inherited methods.
– If the method body form contains a constructor call or a static call of a methodm′, Call(m,m′, v) holds with the maximal
view v form′.
– If the method body for m contains an access f ∈ MSig applied to this-object, there is one member f ′ ∈ v such that
Sig(f , f ′) holds, where v is the maximal view form and f ′. In this case, Call(m, f ′, v) holds. Calls from super are handled
in the same way, except that the relation Sigs is used instead. We handle super- and this-statements in constructors
similarly. In our example, all instance variable accesses are from this. Because the type of this is known at the time of
analysis, the classes A and B are not clients of each other.
– If the method body contains a dynamic call with signature f ∈ MSig, which is accessed from an expression with type
t ∈ Type,we consider allmembers, which are contained by views induced by the type t , and can be called via the signature
f , that is, {m ∈ M | Sig(f ,m)∧∃v.Super(t, v)∧m ∈ v}. For each member, we calculate a view v based on the type of the
receiver variable. In our example, the method Test.test accesses the methods A.getX, A.setX, B.getX and B.setX
via views induced by the type A.
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Fig. 1. An example program.
– Otherwise, the relation Call(m,m′, v) does not hold.
Following these rules, we can calculate the Call-relation for our example program:
Call = {(A.getX, A.x, A), (A.setX, A.x, A), (B.getX, B.x, B), (B.setX, B.super.setX, B),
(B.square, B.y, B), (B.square, B.getX, B), (Test.test, A.setX, A), (Test.test, A.getX, A),
(Test.test, B.setX, BA), (Test.test, B.getX, BA)}
The views A, B and BA are:
A = {A.getX, A.x, A.setX}
B = {B.getX, B.x, B.setX, B.super.setX, B.square, B.y}
BA = {B.getX, B.setX}
3.3. Definition of the metric LCIC
For a class c andm ∈ c , we define an internal transitive call relation
ICall(c,m,m′, v) = Call(m,m′, v) ∨ ∃m′′ ∈ c.Call(m,m′′, c) ∧ ICall(c,m′′,m′, v)
In other words, ICall(c,m,m′, v) holds, if there is a call chain of methods inside class c , where the first method is m and
the last method accesses memberm′ via view v. In the example program, ICall is the same as Call, except that the methods
B.square and B.setX are related to B.x.
The set F ⊆ M is the set of fields. We define class c to be a client for field f ∈ F via view v when
Uses(c, f , v) = ∃s ∈ C,m′ ∈ c,m′′ ∈ s.f ∈ s ∧ (Call(m′, f , v) ∨ (Call(m′,m′′, v) ∧ ICall(s,m′′, f , s)))
The disjunctive on the left denotes a direct usage of a variable, and the one on the right denotes a usage via amembermethod
call. As shorthand, we define Uses(c, f ) = ∃v.Uses(c, f , v) and Uses(c, s) = ∃f ∈ s.Uses(c, f ). In the example, the class
Test is the client for the field x in A and B. Also, the classes A and B are clients for themselves because they use their own
fields:
Uses = {(A, A.x, A), (B, B.x, B), (B, B.y, B), (Test, A.x, A), (Test, B.x, BA)}
The client view of a class s for a client c is the union of views via which the class c uses members of s:
View(c, s) =
⋃
f∈s,v⊆s,Uses(c,f ,v)
v
clients(s) = {c ∈ C,Uses(c, s)}
accessiblec(s) = {f ∈ s|Uses(View(c, s), f )}
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For example, the client view of B for Test includes only the members that are accessible by using the methods in A. Using
the client view, we define the set accessiblec(s). This is the set of fields accessible from s by the interface available for c. The
set clients(c) is the set of clients for the class c.
Now, lack of coherence per client is the ratio of the features that a client c does not use from the class s to the features
accessible by the client views of the class s for the client c:
LCIC(c, s) = 1− |{f ∈ s | Uses(c, f )}||{f ∈ s | accessiblec(s)}|
Finally, the LCIC is the average lack of coherence of clients for the class s:
LCIC(s) =
∑
c∈C,Uses(c,s)
LCIC(c, s)
|clients(s)|
If a class has no clients, the LCIC is zero, when the class has no members, and is otherwise one. All classes in the example
have a LCIC value 1.
3.4. Axioms of cohesion measures
Briand et al. [5] have proposed a set of axioms for a theoretical validation of cohesion measures. In their model, a class
has a set of relationships. This set is maximal, if new relationships cannot be added into a class. In the case of the LCIC, a
relationship can be defined to be a triple (a, b, c), where a and b are fields in the class, and c is a client that uses both fields
a and b.
There are four axioms for the lack of cohesion:
(i) Normalisation: The values of the metric are in a normalised range [0,Max]. The definition of LCIC is not normalised,
because every client uses at least one field of themeasured class.We candefine normalised versions of lack of coherence
per client and LCIC with range [0, 1]:
LCIC ′(c, s) = |V (c, s)||V (c, s)| − 1 LCIC(c, s)
LCIC ′(s) =
∑
c∈C,Uses(c,s)
LCIC ′(c, s)
|{c ∈ C | Uses(c, s)}|
(ii) Minimal and maximal values: If the set of relationships inside a class is maximal, the lack of coherence of the class is
zero. If the set of relationships of a class is minimal, the lack of coherence value is maximal. This axiom holds for the
LCIC’, if classes without fields are given value 1.
(iii) Monotonicity: If a relationship is added into a class, the lack of cohesion does not increase. This property does not hold,
because adding a new client can add more possible relationships.
(iv) Merging unconnected classes. If two unrelated classes a and b are combined into class c , the lack of cohesion of c is
not smaller than the lack of cohesion of a or it is not smaller than the lack of cohesion of b. This property holds, if we
assume that two unrelated classes do not call each other and they have no common clients.
To fix the problem with monotonicity, we need to adjust the definition of relationship. A relationship is a triple (a, b, c),
where a and b are fields in the class, and c is a client that uses both fields a and b or c is a class that does not use any field
of target class. The monotonicity property now holds, because if a new client is added for the class, the set of relationships
becomes smaller, unless the client uses all fields of the class.
4. Experimental results
To evaluate our metric LCIC, we calculated the LCIC and other metrics for three popular open source projects: jEdit (161
KLOC, 869 classes), jabref (94 KLOC, 697 classes) and tvbrowser (151 KLOC, 856 classes). The metrics can be calculated for
these libraries by using the prototype of the framework that is described in Section 8. Even though our prototype is not yet
optimised, it can handle projects with 2000 classes in fewminutes, and by using less than 400 Mb RAM. These results show
that the LCIC can be calculated for medium-scale real-world programs.
After we calculated measurement results with our tool, we performed a simple statistical analysis. We also inspected
individual classes to give answers for some remaining questions. Finally, we classified the reasons for all high LCIC values of
the classes in tvbrowser.
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Table 1
LCIC values for projects. The cells show the
number of classes in the projects having an LCIC
value in certain range.
all jabref jedit tvbrowser
Trivial 1138 413 414 311
0.0–0.1 561 122 138 311
0.1–0.2 142 23 52 67
0.2–0.3 112 27 37 44
0.3–0.4 131 29 50 52
0.4–0.5 111 25 54 29
0.5–0.6 113 13 76 23
0.6–0.7 64 21 26 15
0.7–0.8 34 13 18 3
0.8–0.9 11 8 2 1
0.9–1.0 5 3 2 0
Total 2422 697 869 856
4.1. Statistical analysis
Table 1 shows the distribution of LCIC values for the measured projects. Almost half of the cases are trivial classes, which
have only one or zero fields. In these case, the clients use all fields, if they use some field, so the LCIC does not give a
meaningful value for them. In the following considerations, trivial classes are ignored. Another observation is that a large
part of the classes has very small LCIC values. Very few classes have very high values.
To understand internal cohesion better, we define the internal cohesion graph of a class to contain its members as nodes,
and accesses between members as edges. This graph can be used to calculate LCOM and TCC (Tight Class Cohesion [3]).
For LCOM, we use the normalised definition given by Briand et al.[5] As another metric, we count the number of disjoint
components in the internal cohesion graph.
The LCIC correlates clearly with the size of the class. For example, its correlation (Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient) with the number of inherited variables is 0.38 andwith the number of inheritedmethods the correlation is 0.32.
Correlation with the class size is not a surprise, because in fact almost all metrics correlate with size. The LCIC correlates
clearly more with LCOM (correlation 0.59) than other cohesion measures such as TCC (0.40) and the number of disjoint
components in the internal cohesion graph (0.30). It also correlates with the number of clients (0.35). We also observed that
LCOM is almost always higher than LCIC. These results are promising, because one of the problemswith LCOM is that it gives
high values for too many classes (false negatives).
A potential problem with the LCIC is that there are not always many clients for the classes. For example, classes, which
get good LCIC but have several components in the internal cohesion graph, tend to be used by one or two clients. Often these
classes are inner classes. This is an advantage, because this kind of helper classes is not harmful. On the other hand, classes
which have only one component, but a high LCIC, can have problems that should be refactored.
In addition to a simple statistical analysis, we have inspected individual classes to answer the following questions:
– What is the relationship between the LCIC and internal cohesion measures, in particular why is the coherence high, even
though internally the classes give very bad cohesion values?
– Do the classes with high LCIC have a need for refactoring, and what kind of refactorings could be applied?
Below we show the results that were found in our investigation.
4.2. LCIC and other cohesion metrics
By inspecting classes, we discovered that the LCIC has several advantages over the common internal cohesion metrics.
Despite this, the LCIC cannot always replace the internal cohesion metrics. For example if a class is a main program that has
no clients, the LCIC cannot be applied to it.
A problem with the internal cohesion is that a method that makes the internal cohesion higher may implement
functionality that is not central to its meaning. The class syntax.Token in jEdit is an example of a class, where LCOM
(0.4) is lower than the LCIC (0.57). The class has 5 variables and only one method, toString. This method does not really
tell us anything about themeaning of the class. Because the clients only use the public variables of the class, LCOM and other
internal cohesion metrics do not say anything useful about the cohesion of the class.
Perhaps the most visible problem of LCOM is that adding accessor methods always make LCOM values higher, compared
to classes, where variables are declared public and used directly. For example, the class gui.HistoryText in jEdit has
several accessor methods. One of the fields is only used by accessors. Even though this field is not connected to other fields
internally, all seven clients use it via the accessor method. As a result, the LCOM value is 0.625 and the LCIC is value 0.05.
Unlike LCOM, the LCIC value is not affected by accessormethods. Someproposals for cohesion calculations suggest automatic
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checks for detecting accessors, and ignoring the detectedmethods from the cohesion graph. However, it is not always easy to
automatically detect accessors, because accessorsmight for example have checks guaranteeing that data invariants are kept.
Data classes are classes that include a few related members and very little functionality. If variables that are used
simultaneously are grouped together into a data class, the LCIC suggests that this is a case of good cohesion. For example,
the class mods.PersonName in jabref has 3 variables in 2 disjoint components. There is only one client, which uses all
3 variables. As an example, where there are several clients, the class journal.UnabbreviatedAction in jabref has 4
variables with 2 inherited ones in 3 components. Five clients use the class via the full interface, and five other clients use
it via the interface AbstractWorker. All these clients use all of the features available from the interface they are using.
These examples show that the variables in the class can be connected by usage, even if there are no internal connections
inside the class.
If several clients use a class in a limited way, the LCIC can be used to recognise this. The class PluginJAR in jEdit is
an example of a class, which forms one component internally, but has high LCIC (0.64). LCOM and TCC are high, too. Some
clients use most of the variables, but they use the class via different sets of methods. There are also several clients, which
use only one or two variables. The class implements complex functionality and has 1697 lines of code, therefore it is a good
candidate for refactoring. As another example, the class gui.StatusBar in jEdit has one component, and its LCIC is 0.63.
Many clients use onlymethod setMessage, which is called from an object received from View.getStatus. This suggests
refactoring a new method setMessage to the class View. Possibly the method View.getStatus could be removed.
As a summary, the LCIC has the following differences with respect to the internal cohesion metrics:
– LCIC generally returns lower values than LCOM.
– Accessors and simple methods do not cause any difference to LCIC values, but they are problematic for the internal
cohesion.
– The internal cohesion can be caused by functionality that is not central to the functionality of the class. This is not the case
with LCIC, because the functionality that is used by the client classes is the central functionality of the class.
– LCIC can be high even if a class forms one component internally.
4.3. Classes with high LCIC values
Even thoughwe have shown that the LCIC does not have the problems associated with internal cohesionmetrics, we still
need to demonstrate the usefulness of LCIC. Below, we list the discovered causes for a high LCIC, and show examples of this
kind of class. Some high LCIC values were not caused by design problems, but most of the time, the design of the classes
with high LCIC could be improved. This shows that it is practical to use the LCIC to find design problems in software.
When the LCIC is high, a class might implement several kinds of functionalities. For example the class
AbstractCardPanel in tvbrowser implements a double linked list, and some additional functionality. The class has 3
fields, and its LCIC is 0.5. Clearly, the linked list functionality should be separated from the other functionality.
We noticed that the LCIC can also detect, if a field is accessed by call chaining. In these cases, clients should be passed the
needed part instead of what is now passed. For example, most of the clients for the class devplugin.ChannelGroupImpl
in tvbrowser use only one of the 4 fields in the class. The LCIC of the class is 0.68. This is because the class is mostly used
through a call chain Channel.getGroup().getId(). The call chain can be removed by adding a function getGroupId
into the class Channel.
One common reason for a high LCIC is that a class includes a lot of data of which only a part is used by typical clients.
Sometimes these classes are just a lump of data, and sometimes the data is better organised. Basically, these classes are used
like databases, where there is a container of data, and several clients, which access the same container of data. If none of the
clients needs certain data or if the data can be split into sets that only one client needs, then there is a problem in the design
of the class. The class ReminderPluginList in tvbrowser is an example of this kind of class. The objects of this type are
stored into a data structure, which is used by several clients. Additional data is needed by only few clients. In this case, a
high LCIC does not seem to be problematic.
The LCIC can be made lower by adding a new interface to a class. Adding interfaces can improve the quality of the
programs. For example, the class MutableChannelDayProgram in tvbrowser has methods for adding programs, getting
programs by index, and iterating over the program list. This class should clearly implement the list interface of JDK. The class
has a LCIC value of 0.66 and it has 5 fields.
If there are fields that could be declared as static, the LCIC becomes higher. For example, if a set of fields is used as an
enumeration, and they are declared as final and not static, this makes the LCIC high. The solution is to add the static
modifier to the fields.
Sometimes fields are accessed by a library that is not measured. This causes high LCIC values. For example, objects of
the class simplemarkerplugin.GroupUnmarkAction in tvbrowser are passed as callbacks into a library. Because the
library is notmeasured, two of the fields are left unused. The class has 3 fields and its LCIC is 0.56. This problem can be solved
by adding the used libraries to the context that is used in the calculation of the LCIC.
The LCIC can give bad values, if objects of the class are created and configured by factory-like methods. There are two
reasons for creating a new object: The object is a helper object that is used by the creating method or a class, or the object is
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Table 2
Classification of reasons for LCIC
values that are higher than 0.5 in
tvbrowser. Some classes belong to
several categories.
Reason Classes
Call chains 11
Non-cohesive functionality 7
Redundant data 5
Unused variables 5
Initialisation 4
Not static 2
Interface issues 2
Rarely used data 4
Factories and passing 2
Unmeasured library 1
created by a factory-like method to be used by other objects. Perhaps an automatic check could be defined to separate these
two cases. Similar to this, if an object is passed to a part object that uses it fully, this is not measured.
One of themost common reasons for bad LCIC values is that a class has fields that are used only in the initialisation phase.
These variables should be local variables in methods instead of fields. These fields can for example include all user interface
components in a dialog.
The LCIC values become worse, if a class has fields not needed by its clients. This kind of field can be caused by unused
code. For example the class SelectableItemList in tvbrowser has plenty of fields that are only used by the method
setEnabled, which is never used by the application. However, the programmight be extended so that this method would
become used. In any case, GUI components already contain their children, so the fields contain redundant data. The class
has 7 fields and its LCIC is 0.67. As another example, the class BitmapHeader in tvbrowser has three fields that are never
used by the clients. There are a total of 11 fields and the LCIC value is 0.81.
Sometimes fields andmethods are used, when an inner class should have been used instead. This is a special case of non-
cohesive functionality. The LCIC can be used to detect this problem. For example, the class EditFilterDlg in tvbrowser
has a LCIC value of 0.47. It has 15 fields, and only one client, SelectFilterDlg. Most of the fields are needed by the
callback function actionPerformed. This callback should be implemented as an inner class, and not be added as a part of
the interface of the class.
As a summary, we recognise the following causes for high LCIC values:
– The class implements several different kind of functionalities.
– The class is used via a call chain.
– The class has unused variables or variables that could be declared as local or static.
– The class has rarely used variables.
– The class is created and configured by factory methods.
– The class has a lot of information which it provides. Most clients need only part of this information.
4.4. A case study
We performed a small case study about using the LCIC to find design problems. First, we measured LCIC values for all
classes in tvbrowser. Then we selected the classes with LCIC values higher than or equal to 0.5. The classes were inspected
using a tool for browsing call graphs, and the source code of classes. The reasons for a high LCIC were divided into ten
categories. If several different reasons were found for a class, the class was added to all these categories.
We have collected the results of the case study into Table 2. Of 42 cases, we found that 34 cases had design problems
that could be fixed to improve the design of the program. This case study indicates that the LCIC produces a small number
of false negatives and therefore, it is straightforward to use it to improve program design.
4.5. Classes with few clients
One problemwith applying LCIC are classes having only one or two clients. It is hard to getmeaningful results for this kind
of class. To analyse what kind of classes have only few clients, we inspected the jEdit application and the parts of JDK it uses.
There was a total of 1913 classes. Of these, 1297 classes had instance variables. Of these, 96 classes had no clients. Part of
the classes with no clients were classes like GUIUtilities.UnixWorkaround that were only called using a constructor.
Some were classes that were passed to an external library that was not included in the measurement.
There were 151 classes with one or two clients. Many such classes were inner classes. For example EditPane.
CaretInfo includes variables that are used by the EditPane class, but cannot be member fields, because they are related
to objects associated with EditPane.
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Table 3
Summary of design patterns, and
their relation to the LCIC.
Design pattern LCIC
Abstract factory High or none
Mediator Improved
State Minimal
Composite Minimal
Adapter Low
Proxy Minimal
Observer Varies
MVC Low
Visitor Varies
God class Varies
Fig. 2. Abstract factory design pattern.
Another example of a class with only one client is PropertyManager. Its only client is the main class jEdit. Some
functionality needed in the main class has been moved to PropertyManager. The main class implements a facade that
can be used to access the features of PropertyManager.
As a summary, the LCIC values for classes with one or two clients seem to be reliable.
5. Evaluation of LCIC with design patterns
There are at least two reasons why design patterns should be taken into account when evaluating metrics. First, design
patterns are considered good design. Because of this, metrics should give good values for classes that have been made
according to some design pattern. Second, design patterns are often conceptually complex code compared to traditional
object-oriented code. They use higher-order features such as dynamic binding extensively. If a metric gives bad values for
this kind of class, it is hard to apply it to a project, where design patterns are used. Table 3 shows that LCIC values for most
inspected design patterns are low. Below we study these cases in detail.
For each related design pattern we consider the following questions:
(i) What are the effects of applying a design pattern to the value of the LCIC for all involved classes?
(ii) Are these effects significant?
(iii) Are the cases, where this design pattern should be used, the same as the cases, where the LCIC becomes lower?
(iv) How do internal cohesion metrics such as LCOM behave with respect to the design patterns?
5.1. Abstract factory pattern
The Abstract factory [16] is an example of creational patterns. This pattern can be used, when a family of classes needs to
be varied at runtime. In this design pattern, there are several factory classes, each with several methods as members. These
methods are simple methods that just create new objects (of certain type, related to the factory). We call these methods
factory methods. A factory class implements an interface, which has signatures for the factory methods. Objects of factory
classes are passed to another objects or are stored in a global variable. These other objects then call the factory methods to
create the objects they require. Fig. 2 has a simple example of an abstract factory design pattern.
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The LCIC is usually minimal for the factory classes, because they do not usually have instance variables. If these classes
have configuration variables (like color in the example), then either the methods use the same configuration variables, or
there are different configuration variables for each factory method. The clients do not necessarily create all kinds of objects,
so in the latter case, the LCIC can become high. The LCIC is still lower than the internal cohesion for the factory class, because
there are typically no internal connections. Also, it can be assumed that a group of classes is more coherent, if the clients
create all classes from the group.
On the other hand, the LCIC might become higher for the classes that are created by the factory methods. If the factory
method only calls the constructor, the access is ignored, because constructors are not measured in our definition of the
Uses relation. If the factory method changes some attributes, the factory class becomes a client of the created class, which
then only uses a small part of the client. If a class has otherwise few clients, the effect of factory methods can be significant.
Compared to a case,where the abstract factory pattern has not been applied, the creating classmost likely uses other features
besides those needed strictly in the creation phase of the class. This suggests that the LCIC becomes higher, when this design
pattern is applied.
In practise, a class c using an abstract factory uses the created objects via interfaces (I1, I2 and I3 in the example). This
can lead the LCIC computation method to make c to be a client of all kinds of objects types created by any factory. Points-
to-analysis would be needed to get rid of these non-real clients. However, this issue is not specific to the abstract factory
design pattern.
If constructor calls were included in the LCIC computation, the factory methods would not have a negative effect on
the LCIC. The reason for ignoring the constructor calls is that usually they are done by the clients that want to use the
constructed objects. If these are not to be ignored, these clients would use the measured class fully, and therefore they
would not contribute anything useful to the LCIC measurement. The LCIC calculation could be improved, if there was a
way to separate two different kinds of object constructions. In Section 7 we present one way to recognise the problematic
methods.
5.2. Mediator pattern
The Mediator design pattern [16] is a behavioural pattern that can be applied when a set of classes has complex internal
dependencies. Instead of calling other objects directly to change their state, the mediator object is called instead. The
mediator then calls the actual objects to change their state. This improves cohesion and decreases coupling.
The Mediator pattern can often be used to make the LCIC lower. Assume there are classes A, B, C, D and E that all have
three variables. If each class uses one variable from all of the other classes, the LCIC of the classes would be 0.67. Now, if
a mediator class M is created, all classes would have a minimal LCIC, assuming that the different clients together use all
variables. In general, the LCIC of a mediator might be high, but the LCIC values of other classes become lower.
If all involved classes have a low LCIC, applying the mediator pattern does not make the LCIC values any lower. However,
also in this case, the application of the mediator design pattern does remove direct class relationships. In fact, this might
be the most useful case to apply the mediator design pattern, because there is maximal amount of recursively coupled
classes. Because of this, the LCIC is not ideal for detecting, when the mediator design pattern should be applied. A more
specific metric should be designed to detect the places where themediator design pattern should be applied. We define one
alternative in Section 7.
The message dispatcher architecture can be seen as an extreme case of the mediator pattern. In this kind of architecture,
the components do not directly call other components. Instead, they construct messages that are sent using a message
dispatcher. The LCIC of the components in this kind of architecture should be low, because all the functionality of the
component should be accessible using messages. The LCIC of the message classes is not necessarily high, because some
components can ignore parts of the messages.
5.3. State pattern
The State design pattern [16] is a behavioural pattern, which is typically implemented using several small classes. In
this pattern, an object might be in several different states. These states are represented by state objects of different state
classes. Each state object has a method, which handles an event, and returns a new state. Therefore, the state design pattern
implements a kind of state machine.
Because the state objects have basically only one client, this client should use all properties of these objects. On the other
hand, this kind of small class can use just few properties of their clients, or modify a single property of an object. This might
make the LCIC of the client classes higher.
The state objects can be understood as parts of the class of which state they represent. A class that describes the state is
strongly connected to its client, so the internal cohesion of these classes might not be a meaningful concept.
Each state object is not intended to implement a concept, but instead is a part of a larger concept. This can be seen from
the fact that state design pattern is best modelled as a state machine, not as a class diagram.
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5.4. Composite pattern
In the composite pattern [16], there is an interface for components, and a container class, which implements the interface
by a combination of objects that implement this interface. This kind of class is often used for implementing user interface
components or hierarchical document data types.
The core functionality of the classes in this pattern is implemented as one ormoremethods. Thesemethods are defined in
the composite class to call the samemethod from all contained objects. Because of this, the composite class should use other
classes in the hierarchy fully via the component interface and the LCIC should be low. If there are additional functionalities,
like for example a name for each user interface component, the container object does not access it. Such data should not
exist very much.
If the component classes have specific functionality the component interface does not show, the clients use those
component classes via different interfaces.
5.5. Adapter pattern
The Adapter pattern [16] can be used to change the interface of a class without changing its source code. The adapter
pattern is usually needed,when adding an externally developed class to the code base. An object of this class iswrappedby an
adapter object, which includes a reference to the underlying object, andmethods that follow the interface are implemented
by calling the corresponding methods from the wrapped class.
This kind of definition of interfaces is not supported by the LCIC. If the adapter defines a limited interface, it makes the
LCIC values higher. It might be natural to define this limited interface explicitly. The clients of the adapter class use it fully
because it has only one variable, which represents the underlying object.
5.6. Proxy pattern
A Proxy object [17] can also be used to wrap an object. In this pattern, the proxy class implements the same interface as
the wrapped class. Therefore, the proxy class should use all features of the class that is being wrapped. Also the clients use
the proxy class fully, because there is typically only one instance variable. Thus, the proxy class is likely to have a very low
LCIC and the LCIC value of wrapped class is mostly determined by other clients (than the proxy class).
In principle, our definition of the LCIC has a problem with proxy-like classes, since if clients only use a few features of
an actual wrapped class, then that class should have a high LCIC but in practise it can have a low LCIC, if the actual clients
are no longer direct clients of the wrapped class. To solve this problem, we could ignore classes with only one variable, and
consider indirect usages via them also as direct usages. Another possibility would be to include all fields transitively, but
then the use relation should be calculated transitively, too. We consider these variations in Section 7.
In practise the LCIC is calculated so that the clients of the proxy class are also marked as clients of the original wrapped
class, because the actual clients are often made to use the proxy via an interface (that is also implemented by the actual
wrapped class). If points-to analysis would be used in the LCIC calculation, the wrapped class might lose some of the non-
actual clients and thus the LCIC of the wrapped class would wrongly improve.
5.7. Observer pattern
The Observer pattern [16] has two parts. One is the subject, which is a class to bemonitored. Another one is the observer,
which receives events (notifications of state change) from the subject. Observers are registered into subjects, and each
subject can have several registered observers. Clearly, the subject classes are clients of the observers. Observers do not
have to be clients of the subject classes, because the only requirement is that they receive messages from clients. Observers
are typically small utility classes that have this one singular purpose.
The Observer pattern can be implemented in two ways. If the observed subject passes itself to the observer when
announcing an event, the observer class becomes a client for the subject class and thus the LCIC of the subject class has
a tendency to become higher. If only the part that was changed is passed, the LCIC is not affected. In our opinion the latter
approach is more common. In both cases, the subject class uses the observer classes only by passing them events, and if the
observer classes have other kind of functionality and clients, the subject class might be a source of their high LCIC.
Notice that making a class to be observable (by applying the pattern) will worsen the role of ordinary clients, which do
not add observers, in the LCIC sense, since those are not using the data needed for storing references to observers. Actually
the Observer pattern makes a subject class to implement another concept besides its core functionality, and in that sense
this pattern is not in linewith the goals of the LCICmetric. Perhaps, one should use aspect oriented programming to separate
unrelated functionalities.
5.8. Model-View-Controller design pattern
The Model-View-Controller pattern [16] is used to split the implementation of user interfaces into three parts called the
model, the view and the controller. There are several ways to apply the MVC pattern. The model describes the data that can
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bemodified via the user interface. It should not depend on the user interface at all. When themodel is changed, it can signal
the controller using the observer pattern, or the controller might be responsible for making all the updates into the model
and the view. The view implements the outlook of the user interface. It can read the state of model to render the outlook
properly. In the Swing library, (almost all) GUI components are controllers having separate objects for the model and for
the view. The controller handles the events from the view and model. For example, the model has event handlers to call the
controller and the controller updates the view properly.
The LCIC of model should be low, because the view should be able to access all attributes of the model, and the controller
should be able to change all attributes in themodel. At least in this case, using fields instead of methods as features is a good
choice, because the view might use the getter methods of the model, and the controller might use the setter methods.
The LCIC of view should also be low, because there should not be many (if at all) clients besides the controller, and the
controller uses the properties of view extensively. The LCIC of the controller is not as clear. The view and model (or rather
certain event handlers used to call the controller) might be rather bad clients of the controller.
5.9. Visitor pattern
The Visitor pattern [16] is an example of higher order encoding of data structures. It allows adding new functionality (a
visitor) to data without modifying the classes representing the data. A visitor is essentially a set of functions or algorithms
applicable to a set of data types. The data in a structure is described by several classes, where each class represents an
alternative in the polymorphic data structure. The classes have one method, often called accept, which accepts the visitor.
This visitor has amethod (visit) for each alternative of the actual data. Each class has amethod that calls the corresponding
method from the visitor. If the polymorphic data structure has additional data associated with the alternatives, these are
also passed to the visitor.
The LCIC value of a visitor class is not an issue, since such classes often have no instance variables. The visitors on the
other hand often use directly the visited classes, and if that usage is not broad, the LCIC of visited classes may suffer.
5.10. God class pattern
The God class [8] is an anti-pattern with a large class that implements functionality that should be moved to smaller
classes. This kind of class should have a high LCIC, if they have several clients.
A god class might make the LCIC of other classes higher. For example, it can have features narrowly complementing the
behaviour of some other class (those features should be moved to that class). Other other hand, a god class can also have
an opposite effect. A god class can have several narrow methods, which together use a target class broadly. If a god class is
split, it should be split so that the parts using some class are kept together.
5.11. Conclusions
From the investigations above, we can conclude that the LCIC is usually low for classes that are parts of design patterns.
However, several related small classes might make the LCIC of the classes they use higher.
6. Evaluation of the LCIC with refactoring
The purpose of refactorings is to improve the quality of code. To evaluate howourmetric should be used, it is important to
study how the metric values change, when the code is modified using refactorings. It is reasonable to expect that correctly
applied refactorings make the metric values smaller. Below, we consider the effect of some common refactorings for the
LCIC. In addition to the issues we considered with design patterns, we study the following issues.
(i) When would the LCIC be useful for detecting a given refactoring?
(ii) How can the place of a refactoring be located?
(iii) What happens if refactorings are performed excessively? What metric can be used to prevent this?
Metrics can help locating the classes or other modules of a program that need some refactoring. One can expect that the
classes with bad metric values have design problems. When such a design problem is found by manually inspecting or by
applying some tool, we can apply a refactoring to it.
We can go one step further. Consider a program supporting a set of automatic or otherwise specified refactorings. For
each refactoring, we hope to give a meaningful metric value, which tells how desirable the refactoring is. Now, the metrics
tool can list the best refactorings it finds, and the user can select the ones that seem reasonable.
The simplest way to achieve the above system is to just apply all possible refactorings, and then calculate the metrics
values for the refactored programs. The refactorings with largest improvements can then be selected. In practise, this
approach is too inefficient. An efficient algorithm calculates the metric values directly for the refactorings based only on
the original version of the program (possibly by estimating the metric value for the refactored program). In addition, the
algorithm only needs to return the best refactorings.
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Table 4
Refactoring and their effect on the LCIC. The
second row gives the effects of bad refactorings,
and the third row describes the effects of good
refactorings.
Refactoring Bad Good
Extract interface Lower Lower
Extract class Higher Lower
Extract superclass None Lower
Move field Higher Lower
Move method Higher Lower
Call chains – Lower or none
Encapsulate – None
More formally, we can describe a refactoring r as a mapping from program to program: r : P → P , where P is the set of
programs. The refactoring metric would be |r| : P → <. If the value of refactoring is positive, it is a good refactoring, and if
the value is negative, it is a bad refactoring. If i(p) = p, then |i|(p) = 0. A useful property for refactoringmetrics could be that
if r2(r1(p)) = r(p), then |r|(p) ≥ |r1|(p)+ |r2|(r1(p)). This means that if a refactoring is a composition of two refactorings,
this composition gets as good values as its parts separately. This property means that there can be added new improved
metrics for derived refactorings, IE. if it can be detected that a combination of refactorings is good without performing it. It
also implies that if a refactoring is first applied, then cancelled, it cannot have been useful. Of course, it would be even better
if |r|(p) = |r1|(p)+ |r2|(r1(p)).
In Table 4 we shows the effects of certain refactorings on the LCIC.
6.1. Extract interface
In the Extract Interface refactoring [15], a new interface is created for a class.
The Extract Interface refactoring always makes the LCIC lower after suitable clients are changed to use the new interface
instead. On the other hand, a class should not have toomany interfaces. This is related to the depth of inheritance hierarchy,
because each super-class defines an interface.
We could also have a metric that tests how many interfaces a class actually can have in the program. If a class has many
clients, it can have several interfaces. If a class has only one client, then it should not have additional interfaces.
If each client has its own interface to the class, then the LCIC value is necessarily the lowest possible. In Section 7, we
investigate a variation of the LCIC, where interfaces have no effect on the LCIC values.
6.2. Extract class
In the Extract Class refactoring [15], a new class is created from the members of another class.
This refactoring changes the LCIC in two ways. First, the clients of refactored class might now have a different LCIC.
Second, the LCIC between result classes and the classes it uses can change.
The Extract Class refactoring can be used to make the LCIC lower in several ways.
– If rarely used variables are grouped into one class, the created class possibly has a high LCIC, but the original class will
have a better LCIC.
– If the original class implements two separate features, the resulting classes will both have lower LCICs.
If a class is split in a way that resulting classes have methods using different parts of some class, this makes the LCIC of
this used class higher. This shows that using the Extract Class refactoring might reveal further problems in the design of the
program.
Detecting the precise location of refactoring can be done in two ways: find rarely used variables, or find two sets of
variables, which have mostly different clients. To do the latter, variables can be given distances based on the client classes
using them. The class can then be split from the longest edge in the minimum spanning tree of the variables.
In principle, the classes can be divided into parts that have only two members.
6.3. Extract superclass
In the Extract Superclass refactoring [15], some of the functionality of the class is moved into a superclass.
This refactoring makes the LCIC lower, if some of the clients only needed the features. Otherwise, this refactoring is
useless.
Detecting this refactoring can be best done with the procedure from KABA [30]. Points-to analysis is used to find out
what is accessed from creation site. A new class is created for each creation site.
Also the uses-relation can be used for this. If the class has most clients using a set of features, these features are the
candidate features for the superclass.
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Extracting an abstract super class also creates a new interface, therefore it makes the LCIC lower. Abstract classes can
otherwise be ignored, because they cannot be assumed to be complete classes, and their features are included in their
subclasses anyway.
6.4. Merge classes
This refactoring is the reversal of extract class refactoring. If two unrelated classes are merged into one, the LCIC of the
combined class becomes higher. If two classes that share clients are merged, the LCIC of the resulting class is similar to the
LCIC of the original classes.
6.5. Move field
In Move Field refactoring [15], a field is moved into another class.
The Move Field refactoring should be used so that the LCIC improves. If a field is moved from a class where it was not
usedwith other fields, to a class where it is used together with other fields, the LCIC improves. Methods that include internal
accesses to the field should also be moved.
If a field is moved to a class that includes unrelated fields, the LCIC becomes higher, because the classes that require this
field, will now also get unrelated fields. If the original fields were unrelated too, the cohesion might not change. This kind
of field also causes low internal cohesion.
The effect of this refactoring for a class with n fields is at most 1/n. If several fields are moved simultaneously, the effect
might be respectively larger.
Candidates for this refactoring can be detected using the Uses relation as follows. First, find a group of fields that are
often used together, but other fields are not used. These fields are the candidates for fields to be moved. Second, find a class
which is used by the clients that only use this group of fields. This class is the candidate for the class where the fields should
be moved into. If such class is not found, a new class can be created.
This refactoring could be done in two parts: First extract a class with a group of fields, then merge this with the another
class. On the other hand, extracting a class could be done in two steps: create an empty class, and then move members.
6.6. Move method
In Move Method refactoring [15], a method is moved into another class.
Because the fields do not change, the LCIC of the classes directly involved in the refactoring does not change.
If the method caused the original class to be a client for a class, and only uses a few features from that class, the LCIC
becomes lower, if the target class is already a client of this class. Also the reverse might be true: The added method might
be the only one using a client class. In this sense, the LCIC follows the good uses of the refactoring.
If the method accesses internal fields of the class it was originally in, the new class becomes a client for the original one.
This might make the LCIC of the original class lower or higher, depending on howmuch the new class already used from the
original one.
If the method accesses internal fields of the class it was moved into, the LCIC between the original and new classes might
become higher.
The effect of direct usage is as follows: The classes using this method no longer need to be clients for the original class,
but they are now clients of the new one. If the method accesses some internal fields of the new class, the LCIC of new class
becomes lower. If the method accesses some fields of the old class, the LCIC of old class becomes higher.
Based on the effects above, candidates for movable methods can be found as follows. First, they use the class, into which
they should be moved, more than the class they are in. Second, the clients that use this method are mostly the clients that
use the new class, instead of being clients of the old one. Third, the set of classes used for the method intersects with the set
of classes used in the new class.
6.7. Move field in inheritance hierarchy
Moving Field in Inheritance Hierarchy [15] is an important special case of the Move Field refactoring.
For example, if a field, that is not used in the super class is moved down in the inheritance hierarchy, the LCIC of the super
class improves. The LCIC of the subclass stays the same, because in both cases the class includes the field.
Finding candidates for this refactoring can be done in the followingway: If there is a field that is only used by one subclass
of the superclass, it can be moved into that subclass.
The case, where a field should bemoved into a superclass, cannot be found that easily. If there would be such a field, then
also other subclasses should have this kind of field. Unfortunately, recognising similar parts from classes is very hard to do
automatically.
6.8. Encapsulate fields
In the Encapsulate Fields refactoring [15], public methods are changed to accessor methods.
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The Encapsulate Fields refactoring has no effect on the LCIC. This is in contrast to LCOM, which becomes higher, if an
accessor method is added. Some definitions of LCOM do not take indirect access into account, so replacing internal accesses
by the new accessor methods makes the cohesion even worse.
6.9. Eliminate call chains
In Eliminate Call Chains refactoring [15], accesses such as a.b().c() are changed into accesses a.bc() and a new
method bc is created.
The need for the Eliminate Call Chains refactoring can be sometimes detected using our metric. The clients have a
reference to an object, and they use the call chain to determine some property of a subobject of this object. When the
call chain is eliminated, the client will not anymore be a client for the class of the subobject.
We can also go overboard with this refactoring, and expose all methods of subobjects by adding delegate-methods to
the containing object. Number of methods metric is one possibility for detecting this. Another would be the ratio of simple
methods and number of fields.
If several fields are accessed using chaining on the same field, it is not necessary to refactor the class, and in this case the
LCIC does not give high values.
Another refactoring related to call chains is the Create Temporary Variable refactoring. This refactoring cannot be found
using our tool. Star diagrams [26] can be used to find this refactoring.
6.10. Eliminate conditionals
One of the more complex refactorings is changing conditionals to dynamic binding. This refactoring generates several
small classes. These small classes might use only a small part of the classes, making the LCIC higher. This kind of class is
closely related to the class they are using. For example, a class might represent a test for the used class to determine if a
field has a certain value. This kind of class should be collected into a class, where they form inner classes, and they should
together define one client, which uses all features of the class they are related to.
6.11. Conclusions
Most refactorings seem to follow the LCIC values. In some cases, the LCIC gives low results, even though refactoring
is needed. The observations about these issues can perhaps be used to define metrics that are applied to directly find
refactorings.
7. Variations of the LCIC
In our analysis of the experimental results and the theoretical validation using design patterns and refactorings, we found
several possible improvements to the LCIC.
One type of class that has high LCIC values are classes that contain a lot of data, and have clients that modify or use a
small part of this data. This suggests that classes might not be the right solution as clients of the classes.
Also, for classes that have only one field, it is hard to get useful results. A possible solution would be to check how the
clients of this class use the underlying field. Several design patterns create this kind of class, at least in the most pure form
of these patterns.
We also found out that adding interfacesmightmake the LCIC artificially low. Because of this, we can consider a variation
where the interfaces have no effect in results.
It was found out that in some cases the direct calculation does not give good results, so we define two variations for this:
transitive calculation, and a calculation that handles single variable classes in a special way.
We also define methods to detect factory-like methods and possible sets of classes to apply the mediator pattern.
7.1. Call chains
In the following we present a different formulation of the use relation, so that new LCIC formulations can be presented
based on it. A call chain is a sequence of member-view-pairs P = M × V . We the set {(m, v) | v ⊆ max(m)} as m and the
set {(m, v) | v ⊆ c,m ∈ c} as c , where max(m) is the maximal view for memberm. We define the path p · (m, v) to be valid
for the program if the call chain finally accesses memberm via view v after p:
valid() = true
valid((m, v)) = m ∈ v
valid(p · (m′, v′) · (m, v)) = valid(p · (m′, v′)) ∧ Call(m′,m, v)
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Table 5
Numbers of classes with certain num-
ber of interfaces. The class Object
has one interface. Largest amount of
interfaces is 39.
Interfaces Classes Average LCIC
2 204 0.30
3 309 0.21
4 232 0.21
5 198 0.25
6 78 0.32
7 58 0.38
8 30 0.44
9 63 0.48
10 37 0.54
11- 188 0.57
We extend the predicate valid for sets of sequences:
valid(S) = ∃s ∈ S.valid(s)
For example, the set of internal paths for class c is c∗. The set of internal field accesses is c∗ · (c ∩ F). The set of internal
field accesses using view v is c∗ ∩ ((c, v) · P∗) ∩ (P∗ · F). Internal paths for a field f can be defined as internalv(f ) =
(max(f )∗ · f ∩ (max(f ), v) · P∗). Now the Uses relation can be defined as
Uses(c, f , v) = valid(c · internalv(f ))
Note that if there are three classes a, b, c ∈ C , valid(a · b · c)means that there is a chain of methods where a calls c via
b, not only that a accesses b and b accesses c.
7.2. Ignoring interfaces
It is possible that the interfaces for classes have been badly designed. In this case, it might be useful to ignore interfaces
when calculating the LCIC. We define a version of the LCIC that ignores interfaces:
LCICii(c, s) = 1− |{f ∈ s | Uses(c, f )}||s ∩ F |
Instead of the fields accessible by the client, all fields in the class are included.
The disadvantage of using this simplified version of the LCIC is that in most cases the interfaces are well designed, which
causes false negatives.
Of 1201 classes with LCIC values in jEdit and related part in JDK, 615 classes get higher values when interfaces are not
used. There are following reasons for this:
– There are private fields, which are never used by the methods of the class. Because of this, they are not accessible from
any external interface. It is also possible that some variables become impossible to use by inheritance.
– The class is possibly used through a very generic interface, for example it implements toString-method. The effect of
this kind of interfaces becomes too big, if large programs are used. There are at least two ways to avoid this. The first is
to give less weight to this kind of access, based on how many classes implement the interface. The second one is to use
points-to analysis to rule out impossible clients.
The most simple solution is to omit java.lang.Object from the calculations. After this has been done, 506 classes
with higher values remain. In only 296 cases the difference is larger than 0.1.
– In the remaining cases, the clients use the interfaces via limited interfaces. There are several reasons why not everything
is accessible via the interface.
One way to give different weights based on the interfaces is
weight(c, s) = 1
min{classes(v) | v ⊆ s, f ∈ s,Uses(c, f , v)}
where classes(v) is the number of classes implementing the view that corresponds to interface v. This weight is smaller for
classes that access the other class via a common interface.
Table 5 shows the average number of interfaces for classes. From these results we see that there is at least not a negative
correlation with the number of interfaces and the LCIC. In fact, there is a strong positive correlation. This is probably
because the classes with a lot of interfaces are generally deep in the inheritance hierarchy. On the other hand, there is
some correlation between the number of interfaces and the difference of LCICii and the LCIC values.
We also measured how well the interfaces cover the classes that implement them. Usually the interfaces cover almost
everything from the classes. In some cases, there are limited interfaces that only access very small parts of the class
implementing them.
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7.3. Transitive call relation
One possible variation is to use a transitive call relation instead of the direct one. In this case, classes will be clients of
the measured class, if some of the classes they use, use the measured class.
We define the transitive call relation as follows:
Uses∗(c, f , v) = valid((c · P∗) ∩ (P∗ · (P −max(f )) · internalv(f )))
The relation Uses∗(c, f , v) holds, if class c has a methodmwhich transitively calls via view v a method that accesses field f .
The problem with using this definition for the LCIC is that the classes will have several clients that use them via other
classes, so there would not be much relation between them.
When considering transitive call relations, it becomes harder to define what is meant by the client interface. We define
it to mean the union of interfaces used in all transitive calls from the client class.
Transitive call relation can be used in another way. If there is a direct variable use, then we can check for the client how
does it use the server class transitively.
View∗(c, s) =
⋃
f∈s,v⊆s,Uses∗(c,f ,v)
v
accessible∗c (s) = {f ∈ s | Uses(View∗(c, s), s, f )}
LCIC∗(c, s) = 1− |{f ∈ s | Uses
∗(c, f )}|
|accessible∗c(s)|
LCIC∗(s) =
∑
c∈clients(s)
LCIC(c, s)
|clients(s)|
The cases where transitive calculation gives better results could be cases where a piece of data is first passed to a second
methodwhich accesses it, and then passed to thirdmethod, which accesses it more. However, this does not seem to be good
design. It would be better if the accesses to data were in one method, because this would improve the cohesion.
Another way to use the transitive call relation is to have a transitive member relation too. Instead of fields of the class,
we can inspect all fields of the contained objects, too. In this case, it could be useful to consider the call relation transitively,
too.
If types(f ) is the set of views of possible classes the field f can point to, the set of all possible fields accessible from class
c can be defined as:
fields(c) =
⋃
f∈c
types(f ) ∪
⋃
c′∈types(f )
fields(c)
fieldsx(c) = fields(accessible∗x (c))
Now, the transitive version of the LCIC can be defined as:
LCICtr(c, s) = 1− |{f ∈ fields(s) | Uses
∗(c, f )}|
|fieldsc(s)|
It is not clear how to take interfaces into account in this variation.
7.4. Ignoring classes with only one variable
Classes that have only one variable do not contribute anything useful to normal LCIC calculation. These classes could be
handled so that if a class is used via them, it is calculated like a direct usage.
This variation can be easily defined. First we define sets of classes with different numbers of variables Cx = {c ∈ C |
|c| = x}. Then we can define possible paths for class c accessing field f via interface v as c · (C0 ∪ C1)∗ · internalv(f ).
Of the 1201 classes that have variables in jEdit and the part of JDK libraries used by jEdit, there are 142 classes with only
one variable. Some of these classes are classes that need only one variable to implement some simple functionality. Some
are abstract classes, where this variable is not related to the central functionality of the class. Quite a small part of these
classes implemented adapter or some other design pattern.
7.5. Interpretation of clients
It was found out that the notion of clients is the most difficult to define properly. One simple variation is to consider only
declared methods in the class instead of all inherited methods. Experiments were made to find out on what kind of class
this makes a difference.
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In this case, there are two interpretations for what does a method access. We can consider just the direct accesses, or
all indirect accesses can be taken into account, also the ones via parent class. In the experiments, indirect accessed were
included.
In theory, the non-flat clients have some advantages. They are usually more cohesive than the flat versions. They also
have fewer classes they use, because they are smaller. However, our experiments show that only 25 classes of 1187 getmore
than 0.1 decrement when non-flat clients are used, while 326 classes have more than 0.1 increment. The decrements only
happen, when there is a parent class that uses some class partially. The increments happenwhen there are child classes that
use some class partially. The latter case seems to be more common.
There are other possibilities that could be used as interpretations of clients.
– Packages are seen as clients of classes. In this case, the classes with a high LCIC can be assumed to have problems.
– In addition to inherited classes also the child classes can be included. In this case, inheritance hierarchies are seen as
clients.
– Classes are classified manually to define the clients.
Exploring these alternatives is left as future work.
7.6. Reverse LCIC
No matter how cohesive the class is, the clients can still use it differently from what was intended. Because of this, we
can calculate metric values from the inverse of use-relation. Classes get a high rLCIC if they do not use all features from the
classes they use.
The rLCIC is calculated as follows:
rLCIC(c) =
∑
s∈C,Uses(c,s)
LCIC(c, s)
|{s ∈ C | Uses(c, s)}|
If there is a class that has only one feature that the client uses, this immediately makes the rLCIC high. Some classes, like
java.lang.Class are like this. Because java.lang.Object uses java.lang.Class, if flattened clients are used, all
classes get a lower rLCIC.
After the effects of java.lang.Object have been eliminated, we still found out that the rLCIC generally gives higher
values than the LCIC. The classes that get high cohesion, usually use a set of many classes through some interface. This use
can happen in the parent classes. In its current form, the rLCIC does not produce very interesting results.
7.7. Detecting creation methods
There are twouses for created objects: either they are used by the creator, or they are returned from factory-likemethods,
which we call here creation methods. These creation methods should not use the objects they create. There are several uses
for being able to detect this kind ofmethods. One application is to improve the LCICmetric. There, the factorymethods could
be left out from the computation, because they are not real clients for the classes they create. Another application would be
in points-to analysis. There we could use creation method calls as creation sites.
Our procedure for detecting creation methods is the following: We assume that a creation method creates an object of
certain class. Then we use intra-procedural analysis to determine, if the created object can be returned from the object.
Passing the created object to a field or another method is ignored.
Of the 19963methods in the test group (jEdit and JDK parts), 3856methods create objects. Of thesemethods 792 (around
4% of all methods) were detected as creation methods. The found methods were of following kinds:
– Methods that construct objects from arguments or global data by for example parsing.
– Methods for copying target object.
– Accessor methods that return temporary objects for accessing the class further.
– Accessor methods implementing singleton design pattern.
– Methods that implement functions on immutable objects.
– Actual factory methods, which just create new objects.
Almost all detectedmethods only created the objects, and did not use them to implement their functionality. A large number
of objects that were created by undetected methods were exceptions and utility objects like StringBuffer-objects.
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7.8. Detecting candidates for mediator pattern
When designing a metric to detect candidates for applying the mediator pattern, we need to find some kind of cliques
from the usage graph of the program. We can assume that the pattern should only be applied, when there are recursive
relationships involved. In the case of non-recursive relationships, the classes should just be divided into layers. Candidates
for applying themediator pattern can be found in the followingway. Firstwe construct a symmetric relation between classes
that use each another. This relation relates classes that have direct recursive relationship. Then we inspect classes which
have many such related classes.
We can define the relations for use with different orders, where use of order 0 is a direct use, use of order 1 is a use
via one other class and so on. If we include all recursive use relationships, it might give unrealistic results, at least if no
points-to analysis is made (for example container classes would have this kind of relationships). We denote the set of paths
where there are n inter-class calls In. More formally we can define that the call path p is in In, if the path contains n possibly
overlapping occurrences from set
⋃{cc ′ | c, c ′ ∈ C, c 6= c ′}, which is the set of inter-class calls. We define the set of paths
where there are n or less inter-class calls I≤n =⋃m≤n Im. Now we can define use relation with order n as
Usesn(a, b) = valid(a · P∗ · b ∩ I≤n)
A relation and a metric to search for candidates for applying the mediator design pattern can now be defined as
Mn(a, b) = Usesn(a, b) ∧ Usesn(b, a)
mn(a) = |{b ∈ C | Mn(a, b)}|
Good values for n should be quite small (0, 1 or 2), because even if the cliques are bigger, at least a part of them should be
found already with small values.
7.9. Points-to analysis
Points-to analysis can be used to make resolving method calls more precise. This means that we get a new call relation
Callpt . This relation is constructed similarly to the old one, but nowwe also have available the results frompoints-to analysis,
which allows us to reduce alternatives when resolving dynamic binding.
There are two advantages in using a points-to analysis. First, points-to analysismakes the analysismore efficient. Second,
points-to analysis also reduces possibly artificial clients in the analysis. The latter could also be a disadvantage, because
reducing the amount of possible clients might make the results of the LCIC dependent on a small set of clients.
Initial experiments show that the number of virtual method calls can be reduced to 1/10’th of what was the naive
approach.
Some challenges remain in defining a suitable points-to analysis for the LCIC. For example, if objects are stored into
containers such as ArrayList, when an element is read from the container, a simple points-to analysis would assume that
it could be of any type that has been stored that kind of container.
8. Implementation
Implementing client based metrics for Java has several challenges. The most fundamental one is that a global analysis is
required for finding and analysing all clients of a class. For this reason, the analysis needs to be implemented very efficiently,
or it does not scale to realistic, very large programs. To improve themetrics,more complex analyses such as points-to analysis
are needed. Also the definitions of the metrics can be complex and it can have several different variations. Java also has a
rather complex syntax, and the analysis cannot be done until the relevant information has been extracted from the program.
To overcome these challenges, we propose a framework for efficient software analysis and metrics calculation. This
framework has three parts. The first part is an interface with IDE. This component converts the program files into XML files.
These XML files are stored in the second component, an XML database. Using a query language XQuery, the database can
be searched, and features needed in software analysis can be extracted into tables. These tables can be processed efficiently
using a BDD based language for relational computations.
User-defined analyses and metric calculations can be performed using a two-step approach, where the needed
information is first extracted from the program using XQuery, and a semantic analysis is performed using a BDD based
analysis on the relations returned by the query. This two-step approach comprises the third part of our framework.
8.1. Integration with Eclipse IDE
Different software development tools are usually utilised in integrated development environments (IDEs). Current IDEs,
such as Eclipse, provide several useful features to help in programming, like syntax and type checking in the programeditors,
and tools for refactoring. As a bridge between software analysis and development environments, our framework includes a
plug-in for Eclipse IDE, which converts the internal representation of Eclipse to XML, and vice versa.
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Fig. 3. An example query which returns the object creation expressions with type information.
The Eclipse plug-in has two parts: an importer and an exporter. The exporter stores program files into an XML database.
This can donewhen the program is compiled to keep the database up-to-date. In general, the exporter has two parts: parsing
and typechecking. Both parsing and typechecking can be done using the Eclipse JDT library. Type and binding information
is often needed by analysis, so it is very expedient to store it into the database.
To make performing analyses easier, the elements stored in the database must be clearly identified. Top-level types are
identified by their fully qualified name. Type members are identified by the class identifier and their signature. Expressions
and statements are identified by file name and location.
The importer can read files from a database. If also comments and line numbers are stored into the database, no
information is lost when transforming into XML and back into text format. In theory, it is possible to completely remove the
text based representation, and store programs only into the XML database.
Another feature that is useful for IDE integration is getting information for an element of a program. For example, if an
analysis produces a relation for expressions, related elements can be easily queried. Analysis relations are always assumed
to be up-to-date. Actually, these relations can be computed on demand.
It would be possible to store bytecodes into a database instead of the source code. The advantage of this would be that
bytecode has fewer linguistic constructs. The disadvantage of this solution is that the developers are much more familiar
with the structure of the source code than the structure of byte code.
8.2. XQuery database
After the program has been stored into an XML database, it is possible to use XQuery to extract information needed by
the software analyses. The database implementation used was pathfinder [28]. XQuery has been used for software analysis
before, in the Magellan framework [14].
The database can be queried in two different ways. The queries that are useful for software analyses are typically applied
to all compilation units, type declarations, etc. Other kind of queries can be used for searching code. Searching is more
efficient than traditional search in IDEs, as programs are stored in a database instead of text format. It is also possible to do
structural search. Included type and binding information make the search even more important tool.
In general, the queries are easy to write, and efficient to implement. However, sometimes the syntax of Java might be
hard to understand. For example qualified names can cause some problems. User defined functions need to be added to
make writing queries easier.
Fig. 3 has an example of a query that might be needed to implement a points-to analysis. This query returns all object
creation sites. It also returns the class of created objects. The variable $prog represents the program. The tag new is for object
creation expressions. The path expression type / key returns the type of the created object, and then returns the unique
identifier for the class. This identifier is calculated by the compiler when the program is converted into XML. The attribute
exprid is a unique id for each expression in the program code.
Because the queries needed can be calculated separately for each compilation, it is simple to implement incremental
computation efficiently. A driver executes the query for each updated compilation unit. The query is executed for both old
and new versions of the unit. To capture changes, we just compare these results with the old results. The change of a relation
is represented as the tuples that have been added to the relation, and the tuples that have been removed from the relation.
8.3. Relational language
With a relational language, several useful analyses can be defined. In principle, XQuery can be used to express relational
operations. In practise, this is too slow for handling recursive queries. A BDDbased implementation ismore efficient. Another
advantage with the BDD based implementation is that the relations might have a lot of redundant information, which can
be represented efficiently using BDDs.
For our framework, we have implemented a new BDD based language HD-BDD. Other similar languages are bddbddb
[31] and Crocopat [1]. Next we discuss the syntax and the semantics of the language. Then we show some examples.
HD-BDD is a simple functional language with XQuery-like syntax. The syntax of HD-BDD is given in Fig. 4. HD-BDD has
support for three kinds of datatypes: atoms, relations and numeric values. Relations are relations between atoms or numeric
values. They are internally represented as BDDs. Atoms belong to finite domains. Domains and relations are loaded into HD-
BDD from XML files created by database queries.
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Fig. 4. The syntax of HD-BDD.
The language has the following basic operations for relations:
– Intersection of relations,
– Union of relations, and
– FWR-expression.
In addition, we have let-binding and mutually recursive definitions.
The FWR-expression corresponds to a natural join in relational algebra, and is similar to the for-expression in XQuery.
The semantics of FWR-expression is just a set comprehension:
{(ar(1), . . ., ar(k)) | (a1,1, . . ., a1,n1) ∈ g1, . . ., (am,1, . . ., am,nm) ∈ gm, af (1) = ag(1), . . ., af (l) = ag(l)}
We define the value of recursive definitions to be the fixpoint, when the value is repeatedly applied to an empty
set. Combination of FWR-expressions and recursive definitions is very similar to Datalog like BDD-based languages. The
implementation also supports function definitions. Recursion can be used freely, and the language has first class functions
with lexical scoping. Relational calculation can be implemented in the usual way using for example trees, or it can be
implemented using BDDs. BDDs are hard to optimise because their performance can be unpredictable.
The language can just be interpreted, because most of the time is spent doing the relational calculations.
8.4. Example
As an example analysis, we calculate transitive closures of call trees. For a simple call tree analysis, we need a table that
containswhatmethods call each other ($call), and a tablewhich tellswhichmethods overload some anothermethod ($over).
let $call_over :=
for ($caller, $called) in $call, ($sub, $super) in $over
where $called = $super
return ($caller, $sub)
let rec $call_tr := $call_over ∪
for ($caller, $called) in $call_over, ($caller1, $called1) in $call_tr
where $called = $caller1
return ($caller, $called1)
First we calculate the table $call_over . This table resolves the dynamic binding. Every possible method, that overloads
the target method, might be called. Then we calculate the transitive closure in the definition of $call_tr .
The results can be improved using a points-to analysis. Assume that we have the results of points-to analysis in a table
points where (e, c) ∈ points if the value of expression e can be of class c , and we have a relation call(te,m), which means
that for the expression tewe apply the methodm. Table resolve has element (c,m,m′), if the method signature ofm applied
to class c would actually call methodm′. We also need a table that tells if a method contains an expression.
Using points-to analysis, overloading can be resolved as:
let $call_over :=
for ($e, $c) in $points, ($te, $m) in $call, ($m2, $me) in $methods, ($mc, $m3, $m4) in $resolve
where $e = $te and $m3 = $m and $me = $te and $c = $mc
return ($m2, $m4)
Methodm2 has an expression, which calls a method with the signaturem. In this call, the target can be of class c. As a result,
m2 can call the method from c with signaturem.
These examples show how it is possible to define relations in HD-BDD. The definitions from Section 3 can be defined
similarly.
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8.5. User interface
As a user interface, we have implemented an Eclipse plug-in to view the values of the defined metrics. We have also
implemented a tool to navigate call trees and other information. This tool can be used to analyse the results of metric
calculations efficiently.
9. Related work
The first metric to measure object cohesion was LCOM, which was introduced by Chidamber and Kemerer [10,11]. This
metric is based on the assumption that if methods and instance variables of a class are interconnected, then the class is
cohesive. Henderson-Sellers [19] defined the metric LCOM* that is similar to LCOM, but has a fixed scale. Briand et al. [5]
observed that the scale of LCOM* is from0 to 2, and gave a refined version of thismetricwith scale from0 to 1. Usuallymetrics
suites (for example the Eclipse Metrics plug-in [13]) for object-oriented languages can measure at least some variation of
LCOM. Other similar cohesion metrics are LCC and TCC [3], and CBMC [9].
In addition to these metrics, there is another way to measure cohesion proposed by Briand et al. [6,7]. In this metric,
measuring cohesion is based on the interfaces of the classes, ie. what types are used there. Extensive discussion on internal
cohesion metrics can be found from e.g. [5,2].
In a recent book on applying object-oriented metrics by Lanza and Marinescu [21], only one of the defined metrics (CC)
examines the clients of the measured class. The cohesion metric used in the book is TCC.
Ott and Thuss [27] present slice-based metrics for measuring functional cohesion in procedural programs. In these
metrics, the measured modules are sliced based on their output values ie. only statements that are necessary for generating
a specific output value are left in the program. The sliced modules are then compared. This is similar to our metric, where
only variables that are used by clients remain in the class.
KABA [30] uses static and dynamic analysis about the clients of classes to refactor class hierarchies. For each object
creation site, a new class is created. The used members of these classes are arranged into a new class hierarchy discovered
by concept analysis. The advantage of KABA, compared to a metrics based approach, is that it can suggest and perform valid
refactorings. The disadvantage is that KABA can only suggest moving members in a refactoring hierarchy. Another problem
with KABA is that it currently applies only to bytecode.
Star diagrams [26] are programvisualisations that can be used to find accessor chains and other problemswith duplicated
code. Because star diagrams are based on parse trees, the accessor chains must have almost the exact same code. Our
detection of accessor chains does not depend on the shape of code at all, only on the semantics.
Distance-based cohesion [29] by Simon et al. has been used to identify refactorings. The distance ofmethods and variables
is calculated based their similarity. Similarity is based on themethods and variables they use. Themost important difference
between this and our work is that our work applies to classes, and the distance-based cohesion applies to methods.
Our metric is based on a previous client based metric ELCOM [23]. Compared to ELCOM, our current work has several
improvements. First, it is possible to calculate the LCIC more efficiently, second interfaces are taken into account. There is
also no information on the relationship between ELCOM and design patterns and refactoring.
There are two kinds of related work for our implementation of client based metrics: the systems for BDD based software
analysis and the systems for database querying of software.
Two examples of BDD based languages are bddbddb [31] and CrocoPat [1]. HD-BDD is mostly similar to these languages.
Because bddbddb and crocopat are based on logic programming, they do not have natural support for arithmetic operations,
and they are not well suited for metric calculations. In the tradition of database query languages, HD-BDD has good support
for metrics.
Examples of program query languages are Magellan [14] and Codequest [18]. Like Magellan, we use XQuery for querying
the codedatabase. However inMagellan there is no easyway to define efficient analyses. Codequest ismore efficient, because
it uses a relational back-end. Some analyses are easier to implement using BDDs because they use very large tables.
The research for automatic detection of design patterns has concentrated on detecting the instances of design patterns
in existing programs. This kind of tool is usually able to detect factory methods, see for example [20]. This line of research
is related to our detection of creation methods.
10. Conclusions and further work
We have presented a novel metric the LCIC that measures how coherently the clients use a class according to the roles
that have been specified for it. Our metric can be used to find several different kinds of design problems such as classes
that should be split, and unnecessary accessor chains. Using our metric calculation tool, we have found design problems in
popular open source projects.
One challenge in implementing a tool to calculate the LCIC was that it is hard to include libraries in themetric calculation
for efficiency reasons. This is a serious problem, because the classes in libraries are obvious targets for this metric. The
quality of library classes should be determined by measuring their usage in the applications. To solve this kind of problem,
we are experimenting with program query systems for software analysis and measurement similar to [24,18,14]. We are
doing the analysis in three phases. First, the whole program is stored into an XML database. When a program is updated,
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the changes can be propagated into the database. Second, a database query language is used to extract relevant data to be
used with software analysis. Database queries can also be used as an efficient search feature. Third, the analysis program
reads the tables that were generated, and calculates the derived relations from these. The metrics can be defined by using
these relations. At least some of the relations should be reusable by several analyses. This kind of system can also be used
to define project specific metrics and analyses.
Currently our metric calculation system supports only Java programs. We believe that extending to other object-
oriented languages is quite straightforward. Because the programming style depends on the programming language, the
corresponding LCIC results might differ.
By examining programs with different kinds of LCIC values and reasoning about the behaviour of the LCIC when using
refactorings or design patterns, we derived several variations of the LCIC. Some variations were shown to be improvements
and some were only useful to confirm original design decisions. Some variations need more experimental studies before
any conclusions can be drawn.
Finding the intended purposes of methods would be useful for metric calculations and program comprehension. As a
starting point we defined a simple analysis for finding factory methods. This analysis can be used to omit factory methods
from the LCIC calculations and make points-to analysis more precise.
To fully leverage the power of metrics, we can use a combination of metrics. We need to study more what kinds of
problems our metric can help to detect, and what kind of metric combinations can be used to find these flaws. We are also
going to search for other client-based metrics and test their applicability. For example we are going to experiment with a
metric to search for cliques of classes, where the mediator design pattern should be applied.
There are even more ways to define variations for the LCIC. One possibility would be to consider methods as features
instead of fields. Another possibility would be to change the calculation so that classes with more clients are given more
weight. This kind of metric would point out the most used classes with problems. A more complex approach would be to
consider client relations as slices. Another alternative is to develop metrics, which measure the lifetime of an object using
some kind of flow analysis.
We have shown the relationship between our metric and refactoring and patterns. To find out the relationship between
other metrics and refactorings, we intend to build a catalogue of example programs, with two versions: One, where the
refactoring is not used, and another, where the refactoring or pattern is used. This line of work would expand [4] with more
refactorings andmetrics. The resulting catalogue should help to find out what kind of metrics are useful to find certain kinds
of design problem. In particular, it should be interesting to find refactorings that make the size of the program smaller.
The relationship between metrics and refactorings must be elaborated further. An interesting approach would be to
consider a set of refactorings and ametric, and then find the refactored program, which has theminimal metric value. There
are at least two challenges that must be faced to get started. First, we need to find an example, which produces reasonable
results. Second, we need to find out, what kind ofmodel of programs is needed for this example. Once this is done, wewould
be able to show the precise relationship between the selected metrics and refactorings.
Another related approach would be to define metric values directly for refactorings, instead of program structures such
as classes. In this case, the user could just select the best refactorings to improve the quality of the program.
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